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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks have great potential as a means of realizing a wide range of applications, such as natural 
environmental monitoring, environmental control in residential spaces or plants, and object tracking. As a frame to actualize 
these sensor applications, this study assumes a monitoring-oriented wireless sensor network, which periodically gathers their 
sensing data from all sensors placed in a service area. This paper proposes an autonomous decentralized control scheme with 
data aggregation technique to prolong the lifetime of monitoring-oriented wireless sensor networks. This is a novel scheme 
devised by considering the application environment of a wireless sensor network as a typical example of a complex system 
where the adaptive adjustment of the entire system is realized from the local interactions of components of the system. We 
evaluate our scheme using simulation experiments, and also discuss its development potential. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Various communication services are currently consid-

ered. They include environmental monitoring or control by 

static sensors, ad-hoc communication between mobile 

nodes, and inter-vehicle communication in intelligent trans-

port systems. As a means of facilitating these advanced 

communication services, autonomous decentralized net-

works, such as wireless sensor networks [1,2], mobile ad-

hoc networks [3-6], and wireless LAN mesh networks [7], 

have been intensively studied with great interests. Espe-

cially, a wireless sensor network, which is a key network to 

construct ubiquitous information environments, has great 

potential as a means of realizing a wide range of applica-

tions, such as natural environmental monitoring, environ-

mental control in residential spaces or plants, object track-

ing. Recently, there is growing expectation for a new net-

work service by a novel wireless sensor network consisting 

of a lot of static sensors arranged in a service area and a few 

mobile robots as a result of the strong desire for the devel-

opment of advanced systems that can flexibly function in 

dynamically changing environments [8]. 

As a frame to actualize the above-mentioned sensor ap-

plications, this study assumes a monitoring-oriented wire-

less sensor networks composed of many static sensors with 

global positioning system, which periodically gathers their 

sensing data from all sensors placed in a service area. In a 

general monitoring-oriented wireless sensor network, hun-

dreds or thousands of sensors with limited resources, which 

are compact and inexpensive, are placed in a large scale 

service area, and the sensing data from each node is gath-

ered to a sink node by inter-node wireless multi-hop com-

munication. Each sensor node consists of a sensing function 

to measure the status of an observation point or object, a 

limited function of information processing and a simplified 

wireless communication function, and it generally operates 

on a resource with a limited power-supply capacity such as 

a battery. Therefore, a data gathering scheme and/or a rout-

ing protocol capable of meeting the following requirements 

is needed to prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor net-

works made up of hundreds or thousands of sensors with 

limited resources. 

1. Efficiency of data gathering 

2. Balance of communication load among sensor nodes 

3. Adaptability to network topology changes 

For the long-term operation of wireless sensor networks, 

clustering-based schemes [9,10], gradient-based routing 

protocol [11] and synchronization-based schemes [12-14] 

are under study, but not all the above requirements are suf-

ficiently satisfied. Recently, bio-inspired routing algorithms, 

such as ant-based routing algorithms, have attracted a sig-

nificant amount of interest from plural researchers. In ant-

based routing algorithms [15,16], the routing table of each 

sensor node is updated by applying the process in which 

ants build routes between their nest and food by chemical 

substances (pheromones). The advanced ant-based routing 

algorithm proposed as an example that satisfies the three 

requirements above is an efficient route-learning algorithm 

which shares route information between ants (control mes-

sages) [17]. In contrast to conventional ant-based routing 

algorithms, this can suppress the communication load of 

each sensor node and adapt itself to network topology 
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changes. However, this does not positively ease the com-

munication load concentration on specific sensors, which is 

the source of problems in the long-term operation of sensor 

networks. Intensive data transmission to specific sensors 

results in concentrated energy consumption by them, and 

causes them to break away from the sensor network early. 

This makes long-term observation by a wireless sensor 

network difficult. 

In wireless sensor networks, the communication load is 

concentrated on sensors around a sink node during the op-

eration process. In cases where sensors are not evenly 

placed in a service area, the communication load is concen-

trated on sensor nodes placed in a range of low node density. 

To solve this communication load concentration problem, 

recent approaches have been to introduce multiple sinks in 

a wireless sensor network [18,19]. In the fundamental 

scheme [18], each sensor node sends the sensing data to 

the nearest sink node. In comparison with the case of one-

sink wireless sensor networks, the communication load of 

sensors around a sink node is reduced. In each sensor node, 

however, the destination sink node cannot be selected 

autonomously and adaptively. Therefore, the load of load-

concentrated nodes is not sufficiently balanced. The phero-

mone-oriented routing protocol, which belongs to the cate-

gory of ant-based routing algorithms, achieves autonomous 

load-balancing data transmission to multiple sinks, but re-

quires the periodical update of routing table of each sensor 

node by ants (control messages) dispersed in a wireless 

sensor network [19]. In monitoring-oriented wireless sen-

sor networks, the nearest sink data transmission scheme in 

[18] achieves a longer-term operation of the network than 

the pheromone-oriented routing protocol in [19]. 

In the previous study [20], we devised a novel autono-

mous decentralized control scheme and evaluated its fun-

damental performance through simulation experiments. 

This scheme needs no special communication for network 

control, but enables autonomous load-balancing data trans-

mission to multiple sinks. The load of each sensor node is 

autonomously balanced. In monitoring-oriented wireless 

sensor networks, however, the efficiency of data gathering 

should be improved. In this paper, we propose an autono-

mous decentralized control scheme with data aggregation 

technique for the long-term of monitoring-oriented wireless 

sensor networks, and evaluate the proposed scheme using 

simulation experiments in detail. The rest of this paper is 

organized as follows. First, in Sec.2, the proposed scheme 

is detailed, and its novelty and superiority are described. In 

Sec.3, the experimental results are reported in detail, and 

the effectiveness of the proposed scheme is demonstrated 

by comparing its performances with those of the existing 

scheme. Finally, we give the overall conclusion and future 

problem of this study in Sec.4. 

 

2 PROPOSED SCHEME 

To facilitate the long-term operation of an actual sensor 

network service, recent approaches have been to introduce 

multiple sinks in a wireless sensor network. In wireless 

sensor networks with multiple sinks, the sensing data of 

each node is generally allowed to gather at any of the avail-

able sinks. The proposed scheme devised by considering 

the application environment of a wireless sensor network as 

a typical example of a complex system where the adaptive 

adjustment of the entire system is realized from the local 

interactions of components of the system is a novel data 

gathering scheme based on this assumption, which can be 

expected to produce a remarkable effect in monitoring-

oriented wireless sensor networks with multiple sinks. 

2.1 Construction of a data gathering environment 

Each sink node has a connective value named a “value 

to self”, which is not updated by transmitting a control 

packet and receiving data packets. In the initial state of 

monitoring-oriented wireless sensor network with multiple 

sinks, each sink node broadcasts a control packet containing 

its own ID and “value to self”, and hop counts (=0). This 

control packet is rebroadcast throughout the sensor network 

with hop counts updated. By receiving the control packet 

from each sink node, each sensor node can grasp the “value 

to self” of each sink node, and the IDs and the hop counts 

from each sink node of its own neighboring nodes. 

Initial connective value of each sensor node, which is 

the connective value before starting data transmission, is 

generated by using the “value to self” of each sink node and 

the hop counts from each sink node. The procedure for 

computing initial connective value of a node (i) is as fol-

lows: 
1. The value [vij(0)] on each sink node (j = 1, … , S) of 

node (i) is first computed according to the following 
equation 

)1()( ,S,jdrvo0v ijhops
jij …=×= 　　

         (1) 

  where voj (j =1, … , S) is the “value to self” of sink node 

(j), hopsij is the hop counts from sink node (j) of node 

(i). dr represents the value attenuation factor accompa-

nying the hop determined within the interval [0,1]. 
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2. Then, the initial connective value [vi(0)] of node (i) is 

generated as follows 

),1,()(max)( S...j0v0v iji ==
      (2) 

  where this connective value [vi(0)] can be also con-
ducted from the following equation 

dr0vm0v ii ×= )()(                        (3) 

  In(3), vmi(0) represents the greatest connective value 

before starting data transmission in the neighborhood 

nodes of node (i). 

Before starting data transmission, each sensor node 

computes the initial connective value of each neighborhood 

node according to the above (1) and (2), and stores the 

computed connective value, which is used as the only index 

to evaluate the relay destination value of each neighboring 

node, in each neighborhood node field of its own routing 

table. Therefore, the routing table of each sensor node, 

which is made up of the IDs and initial connective values 

before starting data transmission to neighboring nodes, is 

constructed. 

2.2 Data transmission and connective value update 

For data transmission, each sensor node selects the 

neighboring node with the greatest connective value from 

its own routing table as a relay node, and transmits the data 

packet to this selected node. In cases where more than one 

node shares the greatest connective value, however, the 

relay node is determined between them at random. The data 

packet in each sensor node is not sent to a specified sink 

node. By repetitive data transmission to the neighboring 

node with the greatest connective value, data gathering at 

any of the available sinks is completed. In the proposed 

scheme, the connective value of each sensor node is up-

dated by considering residual node energy. Therefore, by 

repetitive data transmission to the neighboring node with 

the greatest connective value, the data transmission routes 

are not fixed. 

To realize autonomous load-balancing data transmission, 

the data packet from each sensor node includes its own up-

dated connective value. Here, we assume that a node (l) 

receives a data packet at time (t). Before node (l) relays 

the packet, it replaces the value in the connective value 

field of the data packet by its own renewal connective value 

computed according to the following connective value up-

date equation 

l

l
ll E

tedrtvmtv )()()( ××=
               (4) 

where vml(t) is the greatest connective value at time (t) in 

the routing table of node (l), and el(t) and El represent the 

residual energy at time (t) of node (l) and the battery ca-

pacity of node (l), respectively. 

In our scheme, the data packet addressed to the 

neighboring node with the greatest connective value is in-

tercepted by all neighboring nodes. This packet includes the 

updated connective value of the source node based on (4). 

Each neighborhood node that intercepts this packet stores 

the updated connective value in the source node field of its 

own routing table. Fig.1 shows an example of data packet 

transmission and its accompanying connective value update. 

In this example, node (l) refers to its own routing table and 

addresses the data packet to node (r), which has the great-

est connective value [vml(t)]. When this data packet is 

intercepted, each neighboring node around node (l) stores 

the updated connective value [vl(t)] included in the data 

packet in the node (l) field of its own routing table. 
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Fig.1. Data transmission and connective value update 
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Fig.2. Autonomous load-balancing data transmission to 
multiple sinks 
 

The proposed scheme requires the construction of a data 

gathering environment in the initial state of wireless sensor 

networks with multiple sinks, but needs no special commu-

nication for network control. The above-mentioned simple 

mechanism alone achieves autonomously adaptive load-

balancing data transmission to multiple sinks, as in Fig.2. It 

can be expected that the lifetime of wireless sensor net-
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works is extended by reducing the communication load for 

network control and solving the node load concentration 

problem. 

2.3. Autonomous data aggregation technique 

To improve the efficiency of data gathering, an autono-

mous data aggregation technique is newly introduced in our 

scheme. This data aggregation technique matches our 

autonomous decentralized control scheme. Generally, data 

aggregation-based schemes improve the efficiency of data 

gathering in a wireless sensor network, but some of them 

facilitate the communication load concentration on specific 

sensors and/or limited routes [2]. Since our scheme has the 

mechanism to realize autonomous load-balancing data 

transmission to multiple sinks using many routes, however, 

it can be considered that to introduce a data aggregation 

technique in our autonomous decentralized control scheme 

is effective. 

The data aggregation to improve the efficiency of data 

gathering is autonomously actualized without special com-

munication in the operation process of a wireless sensor 

network. In our data aggregation technique, the node that 

first transmits the original data packet or the data packet 

from the other sensor node to the neighboring node with the 

greatest connective value in the node itself and its own 

neighboring nodes becomes a data aggregation node called 

head node, and functions for efficient data gathering. Here, 

the neighboring node that intercepts the data packet from a 

head node becomes the member of the head node in cases 

where it is not the member of any of the other head nodes, 

and the connective value of the head node is greater than its 

own connective value. When the node that is the member of 

a head node transmits the data packet to any of its own 

neighboring nodes, it addresses the data packet to the head 

node. Fig.3 shows an example of efficient data gathering by 

our data aggregation technique. In Fig.3, node (l) and node 

(r) are head nodes, and node (s) is the member of head 

node (l). In this example, node (l) transmits the data ag-

gregation packet containing the sensing data from each 

member to the node (r) with the greatest connective value 

in its own neighboring nodes. 

In addition, the function to ease the continuous commu-

nication load concentration to head nodes is introduced in 

our data aggregation technique. The node that is the mem-

ber of a head node breaks away from the member when the 

connective value of the head node became less than its own 

connective value in the network operation process, and it 

becomes a new head node, and newly functions for efficient 

data gathering in cases where the other head node, the con-

nective value of which is greater than its own connective 

value, does not exist in its own neighboring nodes. On the 

other hand, it becomes the member of the other head node 

with the greatest connective value in cases where the other 

head nodes, the connective values of which are greater than 

its own connective value, exist in its own neighboring 

nodes. Fig.4 illustrates an example of this additional func-

tion. In Fig.4, node (l) and node (r) are head nodes, as in 

Fig.3. In this example, node (s) breaks away from the 

member of head node (l) because the connective value of 

head node (l) became less than its own connective value. 

Here, node (s) becomes a new head node when the connec-

tive value of head node (r) is less than its own connective 

value, as shown in Fig.4(a), and becomes the member of 

node (r) when the connective value of head node (r) is 

greater than its own connective value, as shown in Fig.4(b). 
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Fig.3. An example of data aggregation 
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Fig.4. An example of additional function 

 

3 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

Through simulation experiments on monitoring-oriented 

wireless sensor networks, the performances of our autono-

mous decentralized control scheme with data aggregation 

technique is investigated in detail to verify its effectiveness. 

In a large scale and dense wireless sensor network with 

multiple sinks made up of many static sensors placed in a 
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large scale square field, it is assumed that each sensor node 

constructing the network transmits the data packet with the 

measurement data periodically. The conditions of the simu-

lation which were used in the experiments performed are 

shown in Table1. In the initial state of the simulation ex-

periments, many static sensors are randomly arranged in the 

set experimental area, and two sinks are placed on the cor-

ners of this area. An example of the arrangement of sensors 

in the set experimental area is illustrated in Fig.6. In the 

experiments performed, the value attenuation factor accom-

panying hop (dr) and the “value to self” of each sink node 

introduced in the proposed scheme were set to 0.5 and 

100.0, respectively. The sizes of the control packets were 

set to 36 bytes and the sizes of the data packets were set to 

40+10×n bytes, where the size of sensing data of each node 

was set to 10 bytes, and n represents the number of sensing 

data in each data packet. The battery capacity of each sen-

sor node was modeled as 0.5J, and the energy consumption 

of each sensor node was computed as in [9]. 

Table 1. Conditions of simulation 

2Number of sinks

2,400 m× 2,400 mSimulation size

1,000Number of sensor nodes

150 mRange of radio wave

 

2,400m

2,
40

0m

ZoneⅠ

ZoneⅡ

(500 Sensor nodes)

(500 Sensor nodes)

sink1

sink2
 

Fig.5. Arrangement of sensors in the set experimental area 
(Case1) 
 

The proposed scheme is evaluated through a compari-

son with the existing one [18], which describes representa-

tive data gathering for wireless sensor networks with multi-

ple sinks. In the experimental results reported, the scheme 

in [18] is denoted as “Nearest Sink”. First, the experimen-

tal results on the arrangement of sensors (Case1) illustrated 

in Fig.5 is shown. Fig.6(a) and (b) illustrate the routes 

used by applying Nearest Sink and the proposed scheme, 

where the bold lines in these figures indicate the routes fre-

quently used. From Fig.6, it is confirmed that the proposed 

scheme can balance and improve the load of each sensor 

node by the autonomous load-balancing data transmission 

mechanism and the data aggregation technique newly intro-

duced. Fig.7 shows the transition of the delivery ratio of the 

total number of sensing data periodically transmitted from 

each sensor node. In Fig.7, our scheme without data aggre-

gation is denoted as “Proposal A”, and our scheme with 

data aggregation technique is as “Proposal B”. From Fig.7, 

it can be confirmed that the proposed scheme achieves a 

longer-term operation of a monitoring-oriented wireless 

sensor network than Nearest Sink, and the effect of our 

scheme is facilitated by the autonomous data aggregation 

technique newly introduced in this study. 
 

: sink node

 

: sink node

 
  (a) Nearest Sink            (b) Proposal 

Fig.6. Routes used by applying Nearest Sink or the pro-

posed scheme 
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Fig.7. Delivery ratio (Case1) 

 

Next, we assume the cases where sensors are not evenly 

placed in the set experimental area, as in Figs.8(Case2). 

Fig.9 shows the transition of the delivery ratio of the total 

number of sensing data periodically transmitted from each 

sensor node, as in Fig.7. Through the experimental results, 

it can be also confirmed that our scheme with data aggrega-

tion technique is substantially advantageous for the long-

term operation of monitoring-oriented wireless sensor net-

works with multiple sinks. 
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Fig.8. Arrangement of sensors (Case2) 
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Fig.9. Delivery ratio (Case2) 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an autonomous decentralized control 

scheme with data aggregation technique that adaptively 

reduces the load of load-concentrated sensors and facilitates 

the long-term operation of monitoring-oriented wireless 

sensor networks with multiple sinks has been proposed. 

This is a novel scheme devised by considering the applica-

tion environment of a wireless sensor network to be a typi-

cal example of a complex system where the adjustment of 

the entire system is adaptively realized from the local inter-

actions of components of the system. In simulation experi-

ments, the performances of the proposed scheme were 

compared with those of the existing one. The experimental 

results indicate that the proposed scheme is superior to the 

existing one from the viewpoint of the long-term operation 

of monitoring-oriented wireless sensor networks. Future 

work includes a detailed evaluation of the proposed scheme 

in various network environments. 
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